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DESTROYER SAILED HOME

After one of the recent Atlantic storms, a British destroyer, normally

one of the fastest of her class, came into a northern port under sail.

With engine trouble and her steering gear jammed, as a result of heavy

weather, she covered 150 miles with the aid of an improvised foresail. As

a final gesture the Commanding Officer refused the services of a tug sent

to his assistance, and took his ship alongside unaided.

The story starts with the destroyer escorting an Atlantic convoy

on the last lap home.

One night the storm was so bad that the convoy
had to be hove to.

When it got under way again, with a heavy following sea, a wave came

aboard the destroyer, buckled the rails, injured a look-out, smashed the

windows of the wheelhouse and jammed the steering gear with 15 degrees of

starboard wheel on.

It was found that a hatch cover had been ripped off and the after

compartments flooded. By this time the engines could not give the ship

steerage way.

To overcome this difficulty, the Commanding Officer had a foresail

rigged from the bows to the foremast, using two sails from the ship's
whaler and a lugsail picked up from a merchant ship’s lifeboat. With

the help of this canvas he steered his ship 150 miles to harbour.

"It was a tricky business," said the Commanding Officer, "At one

time, within sight of land, we were caught in a tide rip and circled for

an hour and a half. We had to put up with a lot of wisecracks. The

armed trawler, sent to staid by us, announced herself as 'group wet-nurse',
and several ships made signals to us about our 'washing '."
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